MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
NORTHERN RAILWAY CENTRAL HOSPITAL, Basant Lane, New Delhi-110055
No. IRHS-DNB/Misc/Counselling/Corrigendum2  Dt.29.05.2020

CORRIGENDUM

Sub: Corrigendum to Letter No. IRHS-DNB/Misc/Counselling, Dt.15.05.2020
Ref: 1. NBE letter No :NBE/ACCR/Rly-SeatMatrix/2020/1570 dt 26.05.2020
2. E Mail dt 29.05.202 from S.Rly Head Qr, Perambur Letter No: HQ/MD/166/DNB/seatmatrix
3. Email dt 28.05.2020 from Medical Director, Central Hospital, SEC Railway, Bilaspur.
   Letter no DNB/141/664
4. Email on letter No E/MD/173/JRH-DNB/RR dt 27.05.2020

Vide above letters from NBE & respective hospitals, the following 50% DNB seats are included for IRHS Doctors

1. **Southern Railway Head Qr, Perambur, Chennai**
   **POST DIPLOMA – OPTALMOLOGY-** One (1) Seat – UR

2. **CENTRAL HOSPITAL, SECR, Bilaspur**
   **POST MBBS - GENERAL MEDICINE-** One (1) Seat – UR

3. **JAGJIVAN RAM HOSPITAL, Western Railway, Mumbai**
   **POST DIPLOMA**
   a. **PATHOLOGY -** One (1) Seat – UR
   b. **OPTALMOLOGY-** One (1) Seat – UR
   c. **ENT -** One (1) Seat - UR

The same are being included as a corrigendum for information of all

Chief Specialist,
Northern Railway Central Hospital, Basant Lane,
New Delhi-110055

---

*Total Patient Satisfaction Through Humane Approach & Shared Commitment Of Every Single Doctor and Paramedic To Provide Quality Health Care Using Modern & Cost Effective Techni*